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Six generations of manufacturing 
top quality textile solutions

Established in 1886, Recasens is a family-owned textile 
fabricator known for its innovative, durable and attractive 
industrial, outdoor and marine fabrics. All of our yarns 
and fabrics are produced in-house, using the most modern 
equipment and processes available. 

The RECacril® Marine Line of fabrics is made from solution-
dyed acrylic fibers which give them exceptional color 
resistance in high salinity environments. Our proprietary 
Infinity Process results in a solution-dyed acrylic fabric with a 
consistent firm hand, great water resistance and unsurpassed 
dimensional stability. Our RECwater fabric is blade-over-roller 
coated with PVC for a completely waterproof fabric that will 
not crack or peel, while RECsystem has a unique resin back 
coating that is nearly invisible and adds less than an ounce of 
weight for a lightweight, virtually waterproof fabric.

The RECacril Marine Line is both UV and weather resistant, 
for beautiful, long-lasting fabric that won’t fade or rot. 
Now available in 60” width. Free sample cards available.

» See our ad on page 21.

Recasens USA LLC

650 Sentry Blvd, Suite One
Blue Bell, PA 19422

+1 610 667 1691
customerservices@recasensusa.com
www.recasensusa.com

World leader in complete digital 
templating solutions

Prodim is an international company known for its self-developed 
portable digital measuring tool, the Proliner. When it comes to 
digital templating within the yacht-building industry, the Proliner 
is unmatched in accuracy, speed, flexibility and ease of use due 
to its unique technology: Measuring with a pen and a wire. You 
simply mark relevant points with the pen and the exact positions 
of measured points are directly translated into a digital template 
(DXF). Measuring with a wire does not require targets and has no 
reflection inaccuracies. Straight, curved and very complex shapes 
can be measured quickly and accurately from every position. This 
flexibility enables yacht fabricators to expand their business since 
they can create digital templates of covers, teak decks, flooring, 
bimini tops, awnings, sails, hulls, railings, doors, portholes, 
interiors and much more using only one tool. Therefore, the 
Proliner gives the best return of investment to yacht builders.

PRODUCTS: The Proliner digital templating tool, Proliner 
software to edit, finalize and export digital templates, the 
Proliner IPT (Inverted Pen Technology) for measuring hard-
to-reach points, the Proliner Hookpen for measuring tubular 
frames, the Prodim Plotter and the Prodim Procutter.

» See our ad on page 45.

Prodim

7454 Commercial Circle,
Ft. Pierce, FL 34951 USA

888 229 3328
info@prodim-systems.com
www.prodim-systems.com
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